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Details of Visit:

Author: Weewilly Wickedtongue
Location 2: Hartcliffe
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 23/7/02 10.30 p.m
Duration of Visit: 45
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Roxanne, Bristol Escort
Website: http://www.roxanne.hotlips4u.co.uk
Phone: 07846924543

The Premises:

At end of cul de sac, not far from Hartcliffe roundabout on a4174. Plenty of parking. Small block of
flats with a buzzer. Top floor flat.
Tastefully decorated bedroom with good firm bed, setting the mood for a delicious experience.

The Lady:

Slim blonde, 5' 6", with catwalk type figure and big blue gren eyes. Looks good in any clothes but
always looks stunning when greeting you at the door, and even better when she rempves them.
Every part of her anatomy s beautifully formed,most especially the vital bits for any hobbyist. She
has a wide generous mouth, pert sensitive nipples and a perfectly formed sweet tasting shaven
pussy. She is warm, intelligent and welcoming. Her gentle bedroom manner belies the brash,
confident impression that she gives when setting up an appointment on the phone. She is at that
most desirable of ages for a woman, at the threshold between her 20's and her 30's.

The Story:

I have visited her many times, and this is why. She has a warm, generous nature and fucks with a
gentle intensity that feels like making love. On this occasion I lay on my back having stripped for
action, glowing with anticipation of the enchantress's arrival. I enjoyed helping her remove her slinky
black dress, fondling her small but shapely breasts in doing so. She always works in a pair of sexy
black stockings. We chat in the early stages of foreplay before my head burrows between her
shapely thighs to feast on what lies there.The musky taste is to me like nectar, and I always spend
some time cupping her lovely buttocks in my hands whilst she gently gyrates her hips, forcing my
tongue deeper inside her. We change roles before she reaches orgasm, because almost by
accident, on an earlier assignation, I discovered that she responds strongly to my modest
appendage, once I place it inside her. Before I did that Shanna, as usual gave me the benefit of her
expertise with superb fellatio. After about six minutes of quite intense fucking, she came to a
shuddering orgasm. About a minute later I let go. It was, as usual delicious. Having punted 39 other
working girls over the past 5 years, Shanna is the only one who responds in such a profound way to
my wee willy. She is simply brilliant. She is so at ease with her own sexuality that she inspires you
to do things that you didn't believe you were capable of. 
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